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Abstract

Point vortex �ows of a steady� two dimensional� inviscid� and incompressible �uid are studied

for doubly connected geometries� The Routh function is explicitly constructed� and equilibrium

con�gurations of vortices are found by determining critical points numerically� The numerical

computations make use of an analogue of the Schwarz�Christo�el transformation for doubly

connected regions�

� Introduction

Consider a two�dimensional motion of an incompressible and inviscid �uid in a multiply connected
two�dimensional region R� The boundary of R is assumed to consist of piecewise analytic curves
�k �k � �� �� ����m	 with the external boundary
 if there is one
 denoted by ��� The motion is
assumed to be irrotational except for a number of free point vortices with strength �i at points
Pi �i � �� �� ���� n	 � We assume further that all boundaries are �xed
 the motion is steady at in�nity

and no external forces act� Therefore the streamfunction for the motion does not depend on the
time explicitly and the constant circulation around boundaries is subject to Kelvins theorem�

If ui and vi are the components of the velocity of the ith vortex
 the Kirchho��Routh path
function W � W �z�� z�� ���� zn	 is a function depending on the coordinates zi � �xi� yi	 of vortex
positions such that

�i
dxi
dt

� �iui � ��W
�yi

� �i
dyi
dt

� �ivi �
�W

�xi
��	

where �i are strengths of the vortices� The vortex positions z�
�
� z�

�
� ���� z�n are in equilibrium if

�z�
�
� z�

�
� ���� z�n	 is a critical point ofW � Moreover
 if the second derivative matrix D�W �z�

�
� z�

�
� ���� z�n	

is positive de�nite
 then this equilibrium con�guration is stable as a solution of the Hamiltonian
system ��	�

We will use an expression for W following Lin ���� As in ��� we use a Greens function G�z� Z	
de�ned by the following conditions�

�G ��
��G

�x�
�
��G

�y�
� � for z � �x� y	 �� Z � �X�Y 	� ��	

G � log�
p
�x�X	� � �y � Y 	�	 as �x� y	� �X�Y 	� ��	

G � Ak�Z	� z � �k �k � �� �� ����m	� ��	

�Ak�Z	 unprescribed constants with respect to z	

��	
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Z
�k

�G

�n
ds � �� �k � �� �� ����m	 ��	

G�z� Z	 � �� z � ��� ��	

If R is unbounded
 we also require G�z� Z	 � O��	 over all su�ciently large circles centered at
Z � �X�Y 	� We assume here that �k is piecewise analytic�

If the circulations around �k and velocities at in�nity are given
 the streamfunction for the �ow
with point vortices located at zi�i � �� �� ���� n	 is

��z� z�� ���� zn	 � ���z	 �

nX
i��

�iG�z� zi	� ��	

Here �� is the streamfunction of the potential �ow in R in the absence of vortices �for the given
circulations around �k and velocities at in�nity	� It is shown in ��� that the Kirchho��Routh path
function is given by

W �z�� ���� zn	 �

nX
i��

�i���zi	 �
�

�

X
i��j

X
�i�jG�zj� zi	 �

�

�

nX
i��

��i g�zi� zi	� ��	

where

g�z� Z	 �� G�z� Z	� log�jz � Zj	� ��	

Under a conformal mapping z � f�w	� f � Rw � Rz
 which transplants the motion in the
w�plane to a motion in the z�plane
 the Routh function for the new motion is given by

�W �z�� ���� zn	 �W �w�� ���� wn	�
nX
i��

��i
�
log�j df

dw
jw�wi

	� ���	

where zi � f�wi	 � The streamfunction �� for the new motion in the z�plane satis�es

���z� z�� ���� zn	 � ��w�w�� ���� wn	

provided that the inner and outer boundaries of Rw are mapped to inner and outer boundaries of
Rz respectively�

Any doubly connected polygonal region in the z�plane can be mapped to an appropriate annulus
in the w�plane with the following version of the Schwarz�Christo�el map


f�w	 � f�w�	 � C

Z w

w�

MY
k��

��

�
w

�w�k

�
���k��

NY
k��

��

�
w

�w�k

�
���k�� ���	

where C is a complex constant� The de�nition of the ��function is given by

��w	 �
�Y

d��������

��� �dw	��� �dw��	�

The remaining notation in ���	 is illustrated in Fig� �� Based on an earlier work of Daeppen ���

we have developed a Fortran package called DSCPACK to implement ���	� Details concerning
DSCPACK are in ����

We give an analytical expression for the Greens function on an annulus� It is then known for
any doubly connected region in terms of the conformal map to an appropriate annulus�
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Theorem �� Given an annulus with inner and outer radii � and � respectively
 the proper�
tiesunique Greens function de�ned on the annulus and characterized by ��	���	 is given by

G�z� w	 �  �z� w	 �

�X
m���

cm���w	e
i��m� ���	

with z � �ei���
 i �
p��
 � � � � � 
 and � � � � �
 where

 �z� w	 � log j�z � w		�� � ��

z !w
	j�

c����w	 � a��w	 and

cm���w	 �
��	�	m � ��	�	�m

�m � ��m
am�w	� m �� ��

with Fourier coe�cients am�w	 de�ned by

am�w	 � �
Z

�

�

 �ei��� � w	e�i��m� d
�

Consider now the complex potential for potential �ow past an interior obstacle in a channel� We
�nd such a complex potential using conformal mapping� The physical channel is mapped
 through
an annulus
 to another channel of the same height but with an interior slit parallel to the walls �see
Fig� �	� If these conformal maps are known
 it su�ces to �nd the appropriate complex potential
on the annulus�

Assuming g��w	 is the conformal map from the annulus to the second channel described above

the complex potential for the channel
 without considering circulation
 is given by V�g��w	 where
V� is the uniform velocity at in�nity� Therefore the streamfunction for the �ow with circulation
can be written as Im�V�g��w		 � �����w	 for some constant ��
 where �� is harmonic
 ���w	 � �
on jwj � �
 ���w	 � � on jwj � �� Since ���w	 � �log �	��Im�i logw	� setting � � ���	 log � we
get the desired complex potential

P �w	 � V�g��w	� i� logw� ���	

P is unique up to an additive complex constant if the circulation is given� g��w	 can be calculated

in principle
 using ���	� However
 a simple expression is also available �see e�g� ���	�

g��w	 � �H		flog���w	�w��	�� log���w	�w��	�g

where H is the height of the channels and w�� and w�� are the points on the annulus mapped to
the points at in�nity in the channels� Our computational domain is taken to be the annulus and
all relevant formulae are de�ned there�

A vortex position in a �ow with one vortex is in equilibrium if

�W

�w
� ��

�

f ���w	

f ��w	
� � ���	

whereW �w	 � ���w	���	�	g�w�w	 
 ���w	 � Im�P �w		� P is given by ���	and f is the conformal
map from the annulus to the �ow domain� Let ���� w	 be the streamfunction �transplanted to the
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annulus	 when there is a vortex at f�w	� If �� maps to a sharp edge of the obstacle
 then
 because
of the singularity of the transformation
 a Kutta condition at �� requires

�

��
���� w	

����
����

� �� ���	

If we write

�

��
���� w	 � h���� w	� �

��
� �h���� w	

then ���	 becomes

� � ����h����� w	 � �h����� w		� ���	

The functions h� and h� can be determined from ��	
 ���	 and ���	� To �nd an equilibrium position
with the Kutta condition imposed at ��� one can prescribe � and solve ���	 �two real equations	
for w numerically
 with � determined by ���	� Similarly
 one can impose a Kutta condition at
two di�erent points �� and ��
 determining both � and � from the system of two linear equations
obtained by replacing �� in ��� 	 by �� and ���

A stationary point z� of the system � is stable if the determinant

����
�Wxx

�Wxy

�Wxy
�Wyy

���� � �� �Wz�z �
��� �Wzz

����	 � � ���	

where �W is the Routh function de�ned on the physical domain� ���	 is equivalent to requiring that

"Ww �w �
��� "Www

���� � � ���	

at w� � f���z�	
 where

"W �w	 �W �w	� ���	�	 log jf ��w	j�

Numerical di�erentiation was used to compute the left�hand�side of ���	�
In the case of two vortices
 the system of four real equations determining critical points of W

is again solved numerically in the parameter domain with �� and �� prescribed� Again � can be
eliminated by expressing it in terms of w�and w� using the Kutta condition at the trailing edge�
For the stability analysis
 we calculate the eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix D� "W �w��w�	�The
vortex location is stable if all eigenvalues are positive� The entries of D� "W �w��w�	 were computed
using numerical di�erentiation and a numerical routine was used to compute the eigenvalues�

In all the computations described below
 the conformal mapping was determined using the
numerical package DSCPACK ���� In solving the system ���	 numerically
 the truncated series in
the expressions must be evaluated e�ciently� We compute Fourier coe�cients using an FFT routine
and evaluate the truncated series with Horners rule� It can be easily seen that for su�ciently large
m
 terms in these series have order O��m	� � � jwj� So in general
 �� or �	 Fourier points should
be enough to guarantee � to � digit accuracy if � is not too close to ��

All computations were done in double precision arithmetic on an IBM E����� Model ��� at
Wichita State University� In general
 a fairly rough initial guess for the solution to the nonlinear
system converged in a few seconds for all geometries we have tried� In order to get equilibrium
positions near corners or tips of an obstacle for small strengths
 points in the annulus close to
prevertices usually provide good initial guesses�
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� Numerical results

In the following examples we use � to denote #approximately less than or equal to$� z� or z�i will
denote the location of the vortex� V� is taken to be unity� In each example the �ow domain R is a
channel with an interior obstacle� The channel that was used in our examples
 except for the last
one
 has parallel walls and is symmetric with respect to the origin with height H� In determining
the doubly connected Schwarz�Christo�el map
 �ve vertices are prescribed for the channel
 two
on the upper wall
 one on the lower wall
 plus two vertices at in�nity
 with additional vertices to
determine the obstacle�

��� Inclined �at plate

The �at plate was taken to be of unit length and to be placed symmetrically about the origin with
certain angle of attack �� The Kutta condition was imposed at the trailing edge�

First
 we compared our results with results for the same obstacle in the entire space� In the full
space
 equilibrium locations can be determined analytically by the method described by Sa�man
and She�eld in ���� For H � ����� � � ��
 and � � �	
 the equilibrium points above the leading
and trailing edges
 respectively
 are �rounded to the fourth decimal place	

zleading � ��������� ������	� ztrailing � �������� ������	�

In the full space
 the corresponding equilibrium positions are ��������� ������	 and �������� ������	�
For channel �ow an additional equilibrium position is found near the bottom of the channel at
����������������	
 which has no counterpart if the walls are absent�

With H as speci�ed above
 there are stable equilibrium positions when � � � � ���� for the
channel
 while for the entire space
 there are stable equilibria for � � � � ����� In both cases

no positions in equilibrium have been found when the angle of attack is negative and � � �� Fig�
� gives the con�guration with the equilibrium vortex position above the trailing edge �comparing
with Fig� � in ���	�

Typically for � in the range speci�ed above
 three loci of equilibrium positions were found� A
typical case is shown in Fig� �� For the two loci above the obstacle there are equilibrium positions
for all � � �� with � � � near the obstacle� Positions on the locus starting from the trailing edge
are stable for � greater than a certain minimum value depending on H and �
 while the positions
on the locus starting from the leading edge are always unstable� For the locus below the obstacle
there is an upper bound for � beyond which no equilibrium positions can be found and a certain
range of this locus contains stable positions� In particular
 for H � � and � � ��� this locus ends
with � � ��� and the vortex locations for the range ���� � � � ���� are stable� We found that
 for
�xed � and �
 H must be bigger than a certain value in order for an equilibrium position below
the obstacle to exist� Two typical con�gurations corresponding to H � � and � � �� are shown in
Fig� � and Fig� ��

We also investigated the in�uence of angle of attack on the stability of equilibrium positions�
The general conclusion is that for the equilibrium positions above the trailing edge
 increasing
angle of attack
 with �xed H and �
 will worsen the stability in the sense that an equilibrium
position could lose its stability with an increased angle of attack� We also observed that for the
equilibrium positions below the obstacle
 the angle of attack has the opposite e�ect
 as far as
stability is concerned
 i�e� increasing � will strengthen the stability�

The numerical results showed also that for �xed � 
 the narrower the channel is
 the smaller the
interval of � will be in which the trapped equilibrium positions above the leading edge are stable�
For example
 with � � �	
 the height of the channel must be at least ���� in order for the trapped
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equilibrium positions to be stable for some positive angle of attack
 while to guarantee stability of
the trapped equilibrium positions for � � �� and � � �	
 the height of the channel must be no
less than ������

If we impose the Kutta condition at both leading and trailing edges both � and � are determined�
The computed � is negative �positive	 when an equilibrium position is above �below	 the obstacle�
The equilibrium position is
 in general
 unstable except when it is above the trailing edge and H
is small enough �� �xed	� For example
 for � � ��� H must be approximately less than ����� to
have a stable solution�

��� An inclined �at plate with a spoiler

The �at plate is the same as above except that a spoiler of length ��� perpendicular to the plate is
placed above the plate ��% forward of the trailing edge� The Kutta condition was again imposed
at the trailing edge� Fig� � gives an example with H��
 � � �� 
 and � � �	� The corresponding
con�guration remains stable for � � � � ���� for equilibrium points on the same locus�

We have found that by varying � with �xed H and �
 the number of equilibrium loci and
their locations will depend on the location
 length
 and inclination of the spoiler� In particular
 we
kept the spoiler to be of length ��� and perpendicular to the plate and investigated two di�erent
locations� For the spoiler described at the beginning of this example H � � and � � ��� we
found four loci above and one below the obstacle �see Fig� �	� Equilibrium points on the portion
� 	 � � ������ of the locus starting from the left re�entrant corner are stable� The equilibrium
positions below the obstacle corresponding to ��� � � � ���� are also stable� �As in example ��	
 for
�xed �
 stationary positions can be found only for H greater than a certain value�	 The remaining
equilibrium positions are unstable�

With the same H and �
 we then place the same spoiler at the same distance from the leading
edge as it was previously from the trailing edge� Five loci above the obstacle were found as shown
in Fig� �� �There are also loci below the obstacle not shown on the graph	� There are three stable
loci
 two starting from the re�entrant corners and one starting from the trailing edge�

We have also investigated how the length of the spoiler a�ects the location of loci� When the
length was reduced to approximately ����
 the locus above the tip of the spoiler disappeared �see
Fig� �	 and a locus starting from the trailing edge was found instead� This was expected since for
very small spoiler
 the results should be very close to those for the plate without spoiler� While the
locus above the tip of the spoiler didnt change much
 increasing the length of the spoiler caused
the two loci on the left of the spoiler to become closer� We also observed that reducing the height
of the channel forced these two loci to be further separated�

Finally
 we mention brie�y that we also tried to impose the Kutta condition at both the tip
of the spoiler and the trailing edge� For the equilibrium points above �below	 the obstacle
 � was
found to be positive �negative	� The equilibrium vortex above the leading edge is much stronger
than the one above the trailing edge �� � ������ and � � ������ respectively	�No stable equilibrium
positions were found�

��� NASA ����� airfoil

The airfoil is placed in a channel with height � and � � ��� The con�guration is given in Fig� ���
Fig� �� shows all loci of equilibrium positions that we found with positive �s� For the channel �ow

again an equilibrium locus near the bottom of the channel was found� The ranges of � used to plot
loci are the followings� � � ������ ���� for the locus near the leading edge� � � ������ ���� for the
locus near the trailing edge� � � ������ ���� for the locus below the trailing edge� and � � ������ ����
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for the one near the bottom of the channel� Portions of the locus near the trailing edge and the
locus near the bottom of the channel are stable�

��� Flow with two point vortices

A �at plate with an attached spoiler of length ����
 ��% forward of the trailing edge was chosen�
The Kutta condition was imposed at the trailing edge and � � ��� For this obstacle
 �ve typical
equilibrium con�gurations are shown in Figs� ������ Those in Figs� �� and �� are stable�

It is shown in Miller ��� that if the boundary of a �ow domain has convex corners
 then there is
a con�guration of stable point vortices with a vortex near each convex corner
 and
 moreover
 there
are con�gurations with a �nite sequence of vortices of alternating sign in each corner� Figure �� is
an example of a stable con�guration with a vortex on each side of the spoiler� Figure �� shows a
stable con�guration with two vortices of opposite sign on one side of the spoiler� �The vicinity of
the vortices is enlarged�	

For the �at plate without spoiler
 no equilibrium pairs could be found on the same side of the
plate� �We did
 however
 �nd pairs separated by the plate�	 We also tried other geometries� Our
numerical results support the conjecture that if two vortices are in stable equilibrium with respect
to a convex obstacle in a channel with parallel walls
 then the line segment connecting the vortices
must intersect the obstacle�

��� A channel with a bump on the bottom

A plate inclined at of angle of attack � � �� is placed in a channel �H � �	 with a circular
bump on the bottom� The semi�circle �with center ���� and radius ���	 is approximated by a
polygon� � � � and the Kutta condition was imposed at the trailing edge� There are four stable
equilibrium vortex positions �two above and two below the trailing edge	� They are �������� ������	
�the corresponding con�guration is shown in Figure ��	
 �������� ������	
 ���������������	
 and
�������� ������	� There are at least four additional unstable equilibrium positions
 two above and
two below the leading edge�

We note that any stable con�guration of point vortices can be desingularized ����	�
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Figure �� Notation relevant to the doubly connected Schwarz�Christo�el transformation�

Figure �� Mapping procedure from the physical channel to the model channel�

Figure �� Flow past a plate� H�����
 � � ��� and � � �	�
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Figure �� Flow past a plate� three loci of equilibrium points for H��
 � � ���

Figure �� Flow past a plate with vortex attached to the plate� H��
� � �� and � � ��

Figure �� Flow past a plate with vortex attached to the wall� H��
 � � ��� � � ���
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Figure �� Flow past a plate with a spoiler� H��
 � � ��� � � �	�

Figure �� Four loci of equilibrium points for �ow past a plate with spoiler located ��% forward of
trailing edge� H��
 � � ���
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Figure �� Five loci of equilibrium points for �ow past a plate with spoiler located ��% back of
leading edge� H��
 � � ���

Figure ��� Flow past an airfoil� H��
 � � ��� � � ���
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Figure ��� Four loci of equilibrium points for �ow past an airfoil� H��
 � � ���

Figure ��� Flow past a plate with a spoiler and two vortices� H��
 � � ��� �� � �� � ��

Figure ��� Flow past a plate with a spoiler and two vortices� H��
 � � ��� �� � �� � ����
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Figure ��� Flow past a plate with a spoiler and two vortices� H��
 � � ��� �� � �� � ����

Figure ��� Flow past a plate with a spoiler and two vortices� H��
 � � ��� �� � ����� �� � ����

Figure ��� Flow past a �at plate with a circular obstruction on the wall of the channel�
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